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CBS
News

handles
personalized
feeds/groups

will not be long
before manufacturers
want to sell direct

configures for
front end UI

standardized data load
all app makers must follow

is CBS news pushing articles (hashed)
to local container structure?

[OR]

is CBS news more like an application?

Both?
pay CBS and they will send you the articles
and collect no personal usage data [OR]
do not pay CBS, use as a client-server app
and prepare for ads and data monetization

older adults may
value privacy

bad actors can
use also

will need warrant for current computer
data shredding can be scheduled
connections can only take a screencap

some P2P can be run packetless

Ethernet Simulation
global rules govern the control plane

lock down behaviors
acl-like controls

could the control plane
be run by a quantum
computer one day?

but crypto is still not decentralized
nodes are all using AWS! global identifier will follow you anywhere

links automatically when device powered on
will re-establish connection if lost

why there is no IP 
authentication only

must have a key to 
access controller

once david/jason
trust is established,

we manage P2P
without the controller

p2p prevents central intermediaries
from accessing data

introducing a “hop” between
carriers will help prevent carrier

metadata collection

can always build
a “mini-tor” later,

if needed

tor will draw
authorities to

take a harsh view

remove from app store
monitor servers
target users

developed by 
air force fighter

pick your battles!

no!no!

AT&T

no need to open
data ports/firewall

in the meantime,
hide website address
(https over dns)

end-to-end
encryption

control planes are replicated
and distributed all over the world

distributed ledger [dlt] and controller are not same
controller can call the dlt

can be on same infrastructure or separated

distributed planes can also be
used as trusted dlt miners

local miners can be family members
majority approve that a new block is added do not have to be technical at all

can just thumbs up a photo or document
majority agree whether to add to family nas

most pictures are shared for ~7 days
immediate family may get longer view periods

pics can be shared with a token that 
can be revoked at a anytime

a use case would be to share family photos
if falling out, NAS can revoke certificate

all photos stay on NAS and view only

you are leaving the P2P environment user should be aware data may be collected

some techies will pull a key and
authenticate NAS+ on the P2P

this is not limited to
families and friends

small companies
local communities

nonprofit teams

merchants can purchase access to the control plane
to complete transactions and collect metadata

fingerprints are never shared only the resulting hash
rest of transaction is between merchant and buyer

even though no human at end
of the endpoint, can link any
device to the P2P network

for example, child grows up and decides to transition
may want all child photos deleted from social network

can sell agents in store, but they
do not run in a centralized location

note: this is a bolt-on to the peer-to-peer network
it can be used for private transaction management

person decides to model and post pictures
leaves the business at some point

can decide to revoke license to all photos or can decide to delete them after a certain rental period
photos can also be locked (only shared via screencap)

not admissible in court
can easily be faked

for example

artists can make 
music together

(across the world!) artist can sell through P2P social network
sells a token to go along with the art

can decide to sell outright, sell copy or just lease it
(locked and can only be shared by screencap)

Examples include
bittorrent and bitcoin

This is a threat surface
Think it’s unavoidable?

David global address
made with my key

dvds could be resold
in secondary marketplace

central systems
can just shut you
down

no one to call
no remediation

you exist at
“the pleasure of”
facebook, etc...

isps will throttle residential [upload]
internet speeds to prevent people

from installing servers!

risks of a central intermediary (server)
managing your communications and data
effects on humans are subtle and gradual

IPv4 private addresses
will need index server

broadcasting and
multi-casting will need
to be treated as apps

Napster ruined Web 1.0
gave rise to central intermediaries

Rewiring our brains

Happiness = Reality - Expectations

Attorney at Law

launched June 1999
80 million users

lawsuits for stealing music
shut down June 2001

why failed?
there was no internet of value

central intermediaries + credit card

control plane should be
able to handle 240 users

(1 trillion endpoints)

it is possible to do
a public overlay

like an IRC

client-server is buying fast lanes

mobile app to create identity
only fingerprint, no personal identifiers

optional - can add name, etc. in final app

occasionally, you are asked
to rescan your fingerprint

do not lose these keys!
tied to your P2P profile

copies in safe place
email to trusted person

Digital id 100% separate
from all P2P applications!

Joint Survivorship

me.public

optionally, can add a passcode
as second layer of identification

same ip?
or same mac add?

ask for fingerprint
less often

can create an airgap copy of digital key

threat surface - app stores could delist digital identity apps
but they would only be delisting the fingerprint recording

not the social network as a whole

can have multiple identities
for example, work and home

trusted party fingerprints
can be used to validate
resumes, property rights, etc.

will you vouch for me?!
add close family and

friends to your key

lose your key?

your fingerprint + trusted
fingerprints can restore 
your key to re-access

can also give limited
access rights to

family members
(if desired)

social media transferred
at time of death

connectionless
fire & forget

Not a VPN
No tunneling

just punch
a hole

firewall intact firewall intact

retransmission code

if needed (packets lost, etc.)

david pushes
content to
hessie

facebook+ depends on users wanting them
to host their applications and data centrally

if hessie and david in same place,
can connect via qr code

[or] they can do a zoom-type call
and scan each other’s qr code

hessie can build her own UI
or she may want to buy a UI?

any developer can build a UI and
sell it via a free marketplace

web 1.0 was about
sharing hyperlinks
between each other

web browser is now just a thin client

even sending a file is centralized!

wouldn’t it be easy to
put app code on server?

if app code on server, makes
sense to also put database there

“source of truth”
is now a server!

requires a handshake
listener on the other side
in other words, an intermediary

wow, this is easy to scale up
it’s also easy to update apps
we can sell data for revenue

the only thing better?
outsource to data centers

But what if I want to modify my UI?
Have to wait for future feature release
Have to cater to lowest common denominator

wait, it gets even better
cloud easy to config, pay as you go

billion dollar companies rely on AWS now

data is mined and data is stolen
most data is held in a warehouse in plain text

paying a toll to front run traffic!

rest of us use Cisco
Border Gateway Protocol [BGP]

not ready for primetime yet
still mainly a storage of wealth
too many competing crytpos

groups of young people
fan out over the city each days

hundreds of photos taken
of any changes in last 24 hours

no video and audio to start
privileged will think they are opining

will take issue with some of the messages

let the photos tell the story - do not use photos to advocate

call 1 800 number and record incident
can just tell narrative or be interviewed

all done by machine - no humans

“if this is an emergency, please call 911”

recording is confidential - no names
does hash phone number and geolocation

amber-like alert
avoid this area

map of racism/harassment/etc.
is available for all to see

news media outlets monitor map site

if reaches certain level,
trained responders are alerted

they are to record incident only

local businesses are on high alert
monitoring maps for any issues

multiple reports of the same incident

if critical mass of reports,
authorities auto notified

hard to fake - photos taken over time

agree no copyrights on any photos

auto-generate comments to any social post
include curated photo and link to current map

privileged westerners+
cannot ignore atrocities

and other media outlets
want access to photos

photos can be sent
via internet satellite

photos encrypted at rest
photographer cannot open

if photographer stopped on street,
there is no way to open photos

udp holepunch to receiving node
only the node can unencrypt the image

photographs quickly replicated
on servers around the world

not P2P and a special “vault” app
can text code to a number
get instructions on reporting a sex crime
system creates a “container” for accused
record or type victim statement in detail

only an attorney can see “count”
attorney has zero access to lockers

statement can be unlocked at trial
played for jury in real-time

start with gender violence
expand locker to race violence

expand to bullying (e.g. K-12)

asian hate groups
black lives matter

united nations
global ngo groups

attorney will have a way to reach out to victims anonymously
there are X victims - can we talk with attorney-client privilege

decide to go forward as group, can play statement at trial

victim is given a code XX-XXX-XXX
told not to lose it under any circumstances
can access vault only with that code
all victim statements are 100% confidential

as soon as wifi is detected
photos start sending to node

once written, can never be erased
just toss code to access block on ledger

abusing a locker is 
grounds for disbarment

have to solve the famous 
double-spend problem

stenography can be activated for highly sensitive photos

web3 is really just a 
return to web1
(done the right way)

virtual ethernet

Easy to hack
Vendors control your data

Cost to maintain central control
Inefficient - to send data 10’, travels 1000 miles

You don’t own movies, music, etc.
You don’t have any rights to resell

TCP/IP is the problem

FBI and police can surveil
collect more data than needed

FISA court abuses

(alias     cloud-server)
endpoint-based network

younger people may
give away identity

parents may want
to manage child’s
local controller

parents can decide whether 
to execute smart contracts

on behalf of younger children

Can copy key to any device
Cellphone may get a lighter version

Can buy a user interface 
from a free marketplace if you mark an update as public, that means it can be seen by all

users will be able to search for you by name or content you post
this will only search public posts - designed to find friends, etc.

coders can write their own UIs
can share for free or with friends
or if happy with ui, add to store

there will also be specialty user interfaces
that use public search to find people with

similar tastes and connect them

noncoders may be able to use
low code solutions to make
basic user interfaces

photograph everything!!

document atrocities

udp hole punch
between reporting
and digital vaults

work together with friends

document/photograph
each other’s property assets

photos
documents
video recordings
audio recordings

I attest to this
person’s claim

we have taken over

we have no record
you own that property

witnesses take stand
prove fingerprint is there

testify to ownership

new government is sued

the blockchain is immutable
data evidence is validated
rule for the property owner

before a conflict starts
“peacekeepers” are sent
in to document property

trained envoys can be
used to validate ownership

(used to legitimize each chain)

can our employees get trained
and volunteer for service?

we are already in-country
can we do attestations in
addition to reporting?

my data is hashed
with my fingerprint

hashed chain
structure

insurance companies
adopt the same chain tech

me too! me too!
more witnesses, the better

witnesses should be diverse
(we anchor our claim)

I say this is my property
using my fingerprint

not enough to prove
I own the property

fingerprints (hashes) 
are added to chain

cannot sign a claim and 
a competing claim

user interfaces are decoupled from data
any app designer can create a UI and sell it
data layer is standardized - developer hooks to it

can buy multiple user interfaces
specific to each device

user can change user interfaces
as often as s/he would like

user can follow dignitary
and post to that dignitary

but only dignitary can see
number of followers and/or
replies to a post

Public Persona
wide open access and
used to publicize profile

Private Persona

No advertisement area on platform

must individually agree to
let family/friends see key content

special forum “rooms” can be 
opened to public for discussions

no likes, no emojis
comment or just read

global filtering
filter poster content
filter by poster rating system

biden can delegate
authorship/management

to other users

a robust posting and analysis
system can be purchased from
a developer or coded as needed

parents can choose an interface
for kids that hard codes filters

large users/groups need
a lot of infrastructure
to manage followers

biden team cannot possibly 
read every single comment

will use data mining and 
machine learning to better
understand user comments

adults will see a
grey box placed 
over filtered content

g-rated text
pg-rated
r-rated
etc...

no way to magnify negativity
no confirmation bias and pile on

Toxicity Filtering

Persona Types

can load as many interfaces
as user would like

eventually will work
with iot devices

interfaces sold peer-to-peer
which encourages lower cost

large organizations or businesses 
may offer free user interfaces with 
special overlays built-in application

a user interface is different than an app
nfl can create an interface and can charge for it
but they have no way of collecting metadata
user is protected by control plane (p2p with nfl)

user interface providers can link to full apps
these apps are web 2.0 and collect lots of metada

our message to user is to be aware you are
leaving the p2p system and going to normal site

you can even switch between interfaces
planning a vacation, use that interface
then game day, switch over to an nfl interface

this is a way to capture and 
target a specific audience
if you p2p with us, we also 
offer a full interface

Witness each other’s assets

Attestation Language and Syntax

upload any legal 
documents to vault

especially important during wartime

excellent for documenting
assets for insurance policies

CBS Smart Contract
multiple options
but no customizing contract
take it or leave it

currently “snoop” at
the server/data level
(e.g. Jan 6 protests)

very hard to build a tech “iron curtain”
hard to build/maintain
surveillance capitalism

how long before china severs
transatlantic fiber connections?

china has data scientists
in government, but only
to implement controls!

next generation GDPR

there is no app layer to block (e.g. Meta)
would have to turn off backbone to country
essentially become a country-level intranet

this is incentive for app makers
to use client - endpoint layer 1 and 2

just charge end users a subscription
otherwise, it can be blocked (en masse)

impossible to 
censor atrocities

how does facebook+ justify
a client server model

monetized social media
can be used to fuel genocide+

after  a war or military action
lawyers can prosecute war crimes

only way to eliminate
peers outside country

other providers want a piece of orbit
will they agree on a standard protocol?

it will become increasingly
difficult to stop communications

how long
before mature?

should backbone be turned off ever?
ICANN ignored .eth

until public complained

will dns ever be turned off?

unless a government
wants to wipe you out!

does this create paranoia?
does china proactively 
replace these techs? congress+ does not have a clue

how technology works

did not have a class on this stuff
when they attended college!

next gen spyware
has to be localized
(e.g. Pegasus)

sorry government!

access at layer 1, 2 or 3

marketplace will have
apps to detect local
intrusions

government
law enforcement

regulators

handles
application
calls

scheduling agents
can be added to system

users can publish open appointment times

david publishes openings to david’s folder
jason publishes openings to jason’s folder
smart “agent” compares the two, looking for openings
agent then suggests times when jason/david can meet
agent also works with doctors and upcoming group invites
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Data
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Segments

Packets

Frames

Bits

Application 
Network Process to Application

Presentation  
Data Representation  

and Encryption

Session  
Interhost Communication

Transport  
End-to-End Connections 

and Reliability

Network 
Path Determination and  
Logical Addressing (IP)

Data Link  
Physical Addressing  

(MAC and LLC)

Physical  
Media, Signal and  

Binary Transmission

IPv6 native P2P

P2P Human Rights

International Court of Justice

NewspapersLaw FirmsGovernments
new york times. etc.

reporters can udp hole punch
to file reports from field

pro bono worknot in same country

insurance companies keep lockers for clients
clients document and photograph assets
insurance company can rightsize policy
insurance company pays claims quickly

some would create apps that mine
and use machine models on public posts

etc...

P2P Retail

P2P Store

me.private

P2P Visual Arts

Software Defined Network

UDP

Harvey

Harvey

Harvey

Harvey

WarRage

Public Search Service

Text Mining

CellphoneHESSIE

DAVID

Surveillance
(bottom up)

Surveillance
(top up)

P2P Ownership

P2P Polling

P2P Nonprofit

Verizon

Job #2

OODA

Job #1

observe
orient

decideact
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P2P SOCIAL

Key Concepts

Social media data is removed from Facebook+ 
servers permanently and stored only on your local 
computer

User may choose one of many different user inter-
faces for their social media account

User decides the terms of service with each 
person/group s/he connects with on social media

There are no ads, no data collection or data selling 
and data permanently disappears after a sched-
uled amount of time

User identity is unique, but no personal data is 
needed to setup an account - only a fingerprint

psychological addiction
have trouble switching tasks
phantom vibration syndrome
no emotional consistency
lack of and poor quality of sleep
targets underdeveloped brains

Peer-to-peer means:
no likes
no threaded comments
no comments on public posts

Doctoring experiences

living your perfect life
trying to impress strangers

boost my self-worth
reward my experience with likes

avoid negative emotions
glorifying bad behavior

Poor mental health

negative body image
cyberbullying

fear of missing out
anxiety and depression
lead to self-absorption

we are living in a simulation

Zuckerberg is suggesting we go 
further down the rabbit hole

can a trillionaire fix social media?
not in the application layer [7]
open source is not the solution

not even rich people are immune
from being sad and anxious after
spending time on social media

Depend on reinforcement

binary interpretation of society
communicate in discrete emojis

higher perceived isolation
creates unnecessary attention

changing political discourse
stimulating purchase demand

manipulated into outrage

Motivation killer

escape from the mundane
destroys our self-esteem
feel worse about yourself
unrealistic expectations
reduced focus on work

POSTS

Subject Persona
follow user expertise (posts)
let in if connected to other followers
can gain access to more elite circles
contract can be canceled at anytime

inflammatory content or emotion
continually posting off-topic
trusted until not trusted

user specific contract

similar to discords
can be anonymous
designed to be temporary
thrown out if not civil

because no data is centrally stored
it’s not possible to run ads on network

athletes, celebs, influencers, etc.
will need to post their ad content
and include a link that measures
where the ad originated

affiliate hyperlinks

any user can see this content
through a search engine

[Other] Social Good Applications

web3 is not the same
as cryptocurrency

or NFTs


